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generation systems on the environment and the society.
However, existing energy-conversion platforms, including
PVs, solar collectors face critics of not constantly making
benefit of solar energy available resulting in low energy
conversion ratios.

Abstract
Solar energy is one of the highly-regarded sources of energy
given its massive availability, cost-effectiveness and human
and environment friendliness. However, energy-conversion
platforms such as photovoltaic (PV) modules and solar
collectors face critics for unsatisfactorily converting the
readily available solar energy into end use form of energy.
Only about 30 % of the solar energy at disposal is useful
because solar modules and collectors are commonly flat and
statically mounted on building roofs and cannot track the sun
that cyclically moves latitudinally and longitudinally. PVs
being a case study, this article is suggesting a novel way of
increasing the energy conversion ratio of solar arrays through
a design designated as open-structure multisided PV (OSM)
systems. PV systems were therefore structurally designed,
modelled and their performance was quantitatively evaluated.
An according mathematical model had to be first developed,
verified, validated, translated into a MATLAB code then
applied to a systematically picked sample of OSM PV
systems. Obtained results for strategic performance
parameters
suggest that an increase in the irradiance
collection of 32 % over a flat and fixed-tilt PV panel could be
recorded in terms of percentage and a gain in power of 1.32
times could be observed in terms of conversion ratio. OSM
systems further offer the novelty of simplicity, little
maintenance requirements and operational cost as well as
longer working with regards to performing the sun-tracking
duties.

From illumination perspective, the invention of PV cells in
1883 as a device transforming light into electricity, was one of
the remarkable inventions of the century (Fraas, 2014) and
encouraging results have been gradually recorded thereof.
Highly efficient PV cells (Santra & Kamat, 2012; King et al.,
2012) have followed and their use in terms of electrification
has been increasing ever since. Solar-based electricity was
therefore identified as a potential means of alleviating the
energy crisis. Indeed, power utilities globally have invested in
putting in place strategies aiming at enabling the integration of
solar energy in national power grids.
From the heat point of view, water heating and air
conditioning systems working and powered through
absorption or adsorption processes are counted among the
major applications of solar energy. With buildings holding 40
% of the global energy consumption (Kamal, 2012), heating
and cooling claiming a share estimated to 10 % (Lain &
Hensen, 2006); solar energy-based air conditioning systems
have been worthily identified as viable and cost saving
alternative to electric heaters and air conditioning systems.
But there is still a need of having systems that optimize the
available solar energy and thus rise their efficiencies.
The efficiency issues are firstly due to the composition of the
modules performing the conversion of solar energy into
electricity or heat and secondly a result of systems’ inability
to track the sun apparent movement. Solar panels commonly
used for electricity supply, have efficiencies generally
maximum of 20 % though some laboratory experiments
suggest that efficiencies up to 40 % could be achieved with
concentrated cells (King et al., 2012). The efficiency of solar
systems, subject of this study, is further lowered by the
inability of panels in terms of making full use of the solar
energy at their disposal. Solar panels are conventionally laid
on buildings’ roofs in a static way whereas the sun daily
performs East-to-West apparent movements. Thus, the static
panel cannot optimally receive the sunlight from an apparent
dynamic sun; same applies to solar collectors. At sunrises and
sunsets, the incident radiation is parallel to the panels while at
noon the radiation is normal to the panel, yielding a Gaussian-
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INTRODUCTION
With the prevailing global energy crisis (Bisseker, 2015;
Sthel, 2013), intensive research initiatives have been invested
towards making use of the massive solar energy that our
planet receives daily. Interesting results have been recorded
and solar energy could be double-folded exploited from both
light and heat perspectives. Applications such as electric
power generation, water heating and air-conditioning
(Jingcheng, 1959) are at the core of solar-based technologies
that are fast growing worldwide given the global prevalent
energy demands and alarming effects of conventional energy
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shaped irradiance over daytime. In the mix of platforms that
are used to harvest and directly transform solar energy in
electric or heat energy, PV systems have been taken as a study
case. Since the problem resides in solar energy capturing and
the principle being the same irrespective of the end-use,
findings for PV systems can be used to analogically
approximate expected findings for solar collectors.
The literature conducted has shown that significant research
focussing on increasing the energy conversion ratio were
rewarded with notable achievements. Automatic sun-tracking
panels have been invented and contributed to raising the ratio
of collecting the available solar energy and thus raising solar
cells’ efficiency. Single-axis systems tracking the sun from
East to West and dual-axis tracking systems adding a Northto-South dimension yielded stunning power increases ranging
between 14 % and 45 % as compared to single fixed-tilt
panels (Juang & Radharamanan, 2014; Zhang et al., 2015;
Yılmaz & Kentli, 2015; Narendrasinh Parmar et al., 2005;
Yilmaz et al., 2015; Bazyari et al., 2014; Lee et al., 2009).
Most of sun-tracking systems involve electronic devices in
their operation, which implies a robust and well-designed
structure to ensure the whole mechanical assembly is not
affected by vibrations due to winds and weather fluctuations.
The controlling devices, mainly of the microcontroller type,
naturally sensitive to temperature hikes like any other
electronic component or device (Kim et al., 2008; Wang &
Chen, 2009), requires meticulous design in order to avoid
eventual risk of failure and short lifespan. Furthermore, suntracking system are deemed to require post-installation
operational maintenance for mechanical and electrical related
functionality at some stage. Lapidot et al. (2014) highlighted
some disadvantages of dynamic sun-tracking systems and
suggested that overall a stand-alone kit is a more reliable and
simpler source of energy production for it does require little
when it comes to maintenance.

Figure 1: Illustration of a double-sided system
For a classic single fixed-tilt panel, the irradiance is close to
zero when the direction of light is tangential to the array’s
plane and this occurs at sunset; and the maximum at noon
when the incident sun rays form a right angle with the PV
plane. Multisided structured systems were then resorted to as
one of the solutions. Two types of multisided PV systems
were then taken into consideration, namely the open and
closed structures. The open structure, in the form of a
longitudinally halved prism, while the closed structure is in
the form of a normal but hollowed prism. A double-sided
may derive from a cubic or rectangular prism, a three-sided
from a hexagonal prism and so forth. According models for
both kinds of topologies were established in order to
quantitatively determine their performance with regard to
collecting the sun avails on a daily basis.

DEVELOPMENT OF PV MULTISIDED MODELS
Though the study investigated both multisided closed and
open structures as mentioned in the introductory section, open
structure models are the focus of this article.
A. Model for open structure multisided (OSM) PV systems
Both structural and mathematical models for the OSM were
developed in this section. The system was designed as to have
a side or more facing the sun during its apparent movement
from morning to evening. The side of the structure that has no
view to the sun is left open, since there is no need of a side
facing the sun during the night.

RESEARCH AIM AND METHODOLOGY
The aim of this paper is to provide a novel and simple suntracking design which realizes competitive power gains while
minimizing the cost and risks of failure. The proposed
technique consists of a system where PV panels are structured
with regular joint angles to ensure there is at least a side of the
PV system normal to the sunlight plane.

The mathematical model for the open structure system was
determined considering that the PV systems’ sides do not
receive the sunlight at the same time; some doing it with a
certain advance while others doing it with delay. Hence, with
respect to the sunlight incidence angle varying all day long
following the sun’s apparent motion, phase angles between
the PV system sides relatively to their exposure to the sun
were evaluated. Assuming the phase angle is regular, the
fundamental angle could be determined as described by
equation 1.

Since the PV design is a structure having more than a side, it
was named multisided of which Figure 1 portrays the structure
of a double-sided system. In the study of the performance of
the proposed technique, multisided topologies were explored
in order to identify the highly efficient and simpler one in
terms of sun’s irradiance. The results were obtained based on
a developed mathematical model for a multisided PV system.
The model was then translated into a code that generated
graphs and a results’ table.




n

(1)

where π is the maximum angle reachable by the sun at
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sunset PV structure and n is the number of sides.
Though the sun provides a direct irradiance of 1 kW for an
earth area of 1 m2, the incident angle of the sunlight to a side
of the PV structure affects the amount of irradiance received.
Considering that the sun moves while a side of the PV
structure remains stationary, the irradiance ideally describes a
half sine function for each side. The resulting mathematical
model was therefore found to be as defined in equation 2.

G

1
G sin(t  i ) 
n M

Where t  [0,  ] ,

Figure 2: Illustration of the three-sided OSM PV system at
sunrise

(2)

 m m
i   ,  , m  n  1 and G M is the
 2 2

C. OSM PV systems profiles
The validated mathematical was used to generate the
dynamics of the irradiance and compute key parameters
needed to evaluate the performance of OSM PV systems.
MATLAB 2014 release, as a renowned tool for computation
and graphics was used for strategically picked OSM PV
systems so as to ensure the reliability and consistency of the
results. Since the aim of the study was to improve the
performance of single-sided and fixed-tilt solar panels, the
total area of a multisided PV system was assumed to be equal
to the area of a single-sided fixed-tilt system. Thus, the area of
a side of a multisided system was set equal to the area of a
single sided system divided by the number of sides. The
reference area was purposely set equal to 1 m2 for
convenience and easy understanding. Profiles of some OSM
PV systems are presented in Figures 3 through 14.

nominal irradiance.
The total contribution of a multisided structure in collecting
the irradiance is the sum of individual sides contributions and
is therefore given in Equation 3:

G  GM

m
2

 sin(t  i )
m
i 
2

(3)

As an example, for a three-sided OSM PV system (Figure 2),
the fundamental phase angle is  / 3 , m  2. It can thus be
mathematically modelled as per equation 4.
1

G  GM  sin(t  i )  G sin(t   / 3)  sin(t )  sin(t   / 3) 
M
i1

(4)
B. Model verification and validation
Before proceeding with the development of the OSM PV
system, the proposed mathematical model had first to be
validated and a three-sided model was used as an example
(Figure 2). Looking at various sides of a three-side, the
middle panel will see the whole day. It was ideally assumed
the sunrise to be at 6:00 and the sunset to occur at 18:00. In
the morning, the sunlight will be zero until the sun appears at
the horizon, it will then increase and reach the maximum at
12:00 when the sunlight is normal to the middle side. The
irradiance will start decaying in the afternoon and becomes
zero at sunset (moment when the sunlight is parallel to the
panel).

Figure 3: Double-sided irradiance dynamics

For the side facing the East, the sunlight will strike it with an
angle of 1200 ( 2 / 3 ), and the irradiance will be equal to
0.27 kW/m2. It will cease to see the sun at 14:00. The side
facing the West will only see the light at 10:00, time
corresponding to  / 3 phase delay with respect to the middle
side. At the sunset, the sunlight will be landing to the West
side at a1200, which makes the irradiance to be equal at 0.27
kW/m2. The model was verified and thus validated referring
to Figure 4.
Figure 4: Three-sided irradiance dynamics
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Figure 9: Forty-sided irradiance dynamics
Figure 5: Six-sided irradiance dynamics

Figure 10: Fifty-sided irradiance dynamics
Figure 6: Ten-sided irradiance dynamics

Figure 7: Twenty-sided irradiance dynamics

Figure 11: Sixty-sided irradiance dynamics

Figure 8: Thirty-sided irradiance dynamics

Figure 12: Seventy-sided irradiance dynamics
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From the graphs in Figures 3 through 14, the irradiance of the
whole PV system is dynamic and is established above a dc
level located at 0. 318 on the irradiance axis i.e. 31.8 % of the
nominal irradiance. For topologies with sides less or equal to
ten, graphs have circumvolutions; the dynamics of the
irradiance tend to become a perfect sinusoid, over a 0-to-π
interval, and its peak value is π times smaller than the direct
irradiance of 1 kW/m2. Figures 15 to 20 illustrate a
comparison between the dynamic of a single sided PV system
of which the peak value equals the nominal irradiance divided
by π and the graph of the irradiance when dc level is
removed). The purpose of such comparison is to circumvent
the challenge encountered while evaluating the average
irradiance of multisided PV systems.
Figure 13: Eighty-sided irradiance dynamics

The overall average irradiance for multisided PV systems
could then be calculated as follows (Equation 6):

Gavg  0.318GM 

0.318GM



(6)

For the nominal irradiance of 1 kW/m2, the average value of
the multisided PV systems (0.420 kW/m2) proves to be about
1.33 times greater than the average irradiance of 0.318
kW/m2. On the right-hand side of equation 5, the first term
corresponds to the dc level while the second term represents
the average value of the dynamic part of the irradiance.
Graphs showing the average irradiance levels are displayed in
Figures 21 through 23 to illustrate the irradiance increase.
Figure 14 : Zooming into 100-sided individual contribution

2) Deviation
Deviation is an important parameter as it provides the
information about the behaviour of the irradiance dynamics
with respect to the mean value. PV system with a low
deviation from the average value would be the most desired
since its irradiance as it has low fluctuations; which is an
advantage in the overall photovoltaic system supply as it
requires little as regards power regulation process and devices.
Against 0.31 for the fixed-tilt panel, the highest is deviation is
0.11 for the double-sided system whereas 0.099 is the highest
and remains same for systems with fifteen sides and more.

SYSTEM EVALUATION PARAMETERS
Some key parameters from the irradiance dynamics were
singled out towards the evaluation of the OSM PV systems’
performance. Those parameters were picked from the
irradiance dynamics and the values recorded in Table 1.
1) Average value
The average value is a commonly known indicator to
quantities governed by sinusoidal functions and this is the
case of PV systems under this study. For a half wave sine
function, the average value, is defined as the peak value of the
sine wave over π. Thus, since the sun describes a half-cycle
during the daytime, the average value of the irradiance
distribution over the daytime can be estimated as follows
(Equation 5):

Gavg 

3) Irradiance collecting ratio
The irradiance capturing ratio is a suitable indicator for this
study as it reflects PV systems’ capacity of making use of the
available irradiance. It is defined as the ratio of the irradiance
collected by a multisided PV systems over the irradiance
gathered by a fixed-tilt solar panel of the same size and rating.

GM



(5)

Gavg  0.318GM
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Figure 15: Double vs single-sided dynamic part comparison

Figure 18: Twenty vs single-sided dynamic part comparison

Figure 16: Six OSM vs single-sided dynamic part

Figure 19: Forty-five OSM vs single-sided dynamic part

Figure 17: Twelve OSM vs single-sided dynamic part
Figure 20: Hundred OSM vs single-sided dynamic part
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Figure 21: Three OSM vs single-sided average comparison

Figure 24: Nine OSM vs single-sided average comparison

Figure 22: Four OSM vs single-sided average comparison

Figure 25: Forty-five OSM vs single-sided average
comparison

Figure 23: Six OSM vs single-sided average comparison
Figure 26: Hundred OSM vs single-sided average comparison
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RESULTS SUMMARY

Deviation (Kw/m^2)

The evaluation parameters of systematically selected OSM PV
systems are synthetized gathered in Table 1. The peak and
minimum values of the irradiance give an indication on the
irradiance amplitudes whereas the deviation gives an insight
on the system consistency in terms of collecting the available
irradiance. Bar charts for described systems were then
sketched so as to establish a comparison of performance
between different systems (Figures 27-31). Importantly, a
ratio for irradiance collection was computed in the same
Table.
TABLE 1: RESULTS TABLE

0,1069

1,2349

Four

0,4280

0,6533

0,3266

0,1021

1,3528

Five

0,4091

0,6472

0,3078

0,1018

1,3063

Six

0,4233

0,6440

0,3220

0,1008

1,3335

Seven

0,4143

0,6420

0,3129

0,1007

1,3122

Eight

0,4217

0,6407

0,3204

0,1003

1,3268

Nine

0,4164

0,6399

0,3151

0,1003

1,3146

Ten

0,4209

0,6393

0,3196

0,1001

1,3237

Fifteen

0,4185

0,6378

0,3171

0,0999

1,317

Twenty

0,4200

0,6373

0,3186

0,0998

1,3197

Forty-five

0,4195

0,6367

0,3186

0,0997

1,3182

Fifty

0,4197

0,6367

0,3184

0,0997

1,3185

Hundred

0,4196

0,6366

0,3183

0,0997

1,3184

Hundred

Fifty

1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

Hundred

0,2887

Hundred

0,6667

Fifty

0,3900

Fourty five

Three

Max (kW/m^2)

Fifty

1,4643

Fifteen

1,0000

0,1091

Twenty

0,3132

0,3536

Ten

0,0000

Nine

0,7071

Eight

1,0000

0,4549

Seven

0,3183

Two

Six

One

Figure 28: Comparison of deviation from the mean value
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Figure 29: Maximum values comparison
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Figure 30: Ratio average OSM average over single-sided
average

Figure 27: Average values comparison
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minim (Kw/m^2)
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Figure 31: Comparison of irradiance minimum values
DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS
From the record in Table 1, the average level of the collected
irradiance is found to be 0.4196 kW/m2 for systems with 100
or more sides, the minimum level at 0.3182 Kw/m2 and the
maximum level at 0.6396 Kw/m2. It can be observed that the
maximum level observable at noon is double the minimum
level occurring at sunrise and sunset. The question should be
to know the reason why it is so with regards to irradiance
levels. Firstly, looking at the OSM structure and the sunlightreceiving area, it can be observed that the area at sunrise and
sunset is half the area at noon (Figures 32-33).

Figure 33: Sunlight distribution at noon
Therefore, to unfold the puzzle behind the irradiance levels in
a more reliable way, the PV system area is kept equal to 1 m2
(1 m x 1 m) same as the area of a flat panel for system-powercollection comparison. Thus, for the area of a hollowed half
cylinder to be equal to that of a flat panel, the radius should be
equal to 0.3183 m as per equation 7 for a circumference of
1m. The diameter should therefore be 0.6366 m.
r

1



 0.3183m

(7)

Where r is the cylinder radius.
area available for the sunlight at sunrise and sunset is 0.5 m2
against 1 m2 area for noon. But, that area is only apparent
given the curvature of the external surface of the PV system
half-cylinder. In reality, the sunlight is received by an area
equivalent to 0.3183 m2 (0.3183 m x 1 m) at sunrises and
sunsets. At midday, the actual area exposed to the sun is
0.6366 m2 (0.6366 m x 1 m), which gives the power of 0.3183
W and 0.6366 W respectively.

Figure 32: Sunlight distribution at sunrise

Figure 34a: Dimension of 1 m2-flat solar panel
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.

Figure 34b: Dimensions of 1 m2-half-cylinder-structured PV system

This can also be mathematically corroborated through integral
calculus. The power harvested by a solar panel is dependent
on the incident angle of the sunlight angle on the panel as per
equation 8 (Kamanzi & Kahn, 2015):

Regarding the irradiance collection ratio, a consistent ratio of
1.32 is observed; and this is an indication that the OSM PV
systems provide a boost of 32 % over flat and fixed-tilt solar
panels under the same operating conditions. It is also
noteworthy to notice that 32 % is a good increase in
comparison with electronic-based sun-tracking systems. The
proposed model exhibit a much even irradiance distribution,
with the lowest and highest levels of 32 % and 64 % against 0
and 100 % of static flat panels. Besides, the OSM models
offer reliability from the technical point of view since they
involve no moving and thus require less in terms of
maintenance.

P  GM * A sin 
(8)
So, the sunlight power received by an infinitesimal portion of
the half-cylindered OSM PV systems should be given by
equation (9):

dP  GM * dA sin   GM * H * r sin d

Regarding applications, OSM PV systems are easy to
implement especially given the general overview of building
roof structures having sides in various directions with respect
to the sun’s movement. OSM PV models are therefore to be
viewed as a novel, simple and cost-effective technology
regarding optimizing the irradiance collection of solar panels
for home and commercial power production.

(9)

dA  H * r sin d
Where H is the height of the half-cylinder PV structure.
The boundary intervals of area exposure in terms of angles are

0

and



at sunset,
and  at noon. Therefore, the power
2
2

collected in the morning can be determined through equation
10:

 / 2 G * H * r sin d [kW]
M

Pn  0
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